26-28 March 2018

Guide to the City

Conference and Workshop Venues
The workshop on Monday 26th March will be held in MD 102 (Great Hall) and the main
conference on Tuesday 27th and 28th March will take place in the MU building (MU011).
Posters will be presented on the Mezzanine area of MU building on both days of
conference. Wiﬁ is freely available through ‘eduroam’ and ‘guest’ (registration required)
logins. Details for ‘guest’ login registration is provided separately in the conference
pack.

MEGUk18 Venue
ISRC
MEGUK Workshop
Venue
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Keynotes
Christoph Braun
University Hospital Tübingen, Germany
MEG BMI in Post-Stroke Rehabilitation
Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) provide a direct link between the brain and external devices
through which information can be exchanged. In general, BCIs are used to assist, replace and
augment human cognitive or sensory-motor functions. By recording brain magnetic activity and
decoding signals for controlling external devices, magnetoencephalograpy based BCIs (MEGBCI) have been established. Like BCIs based on electroencephalography (EEG), MEG-BCIs are
attractive because of their non-invasiveness. Yet, compared to invasive BCIs using
electrocorticography (ECoG) decoding performance is poorer in the non-invasive methods. In
my presentation, pros and cons of different types of BCIs will be discussed and ﬁelds of
applications will be outlined. In the lecture, examples for MEG-BCI applications will be given.
The ﬁrst study describes a motor rehabilitation training in chronic stroke patients. In order to
re-establish the sensorimotor loop that had been disrupted by infarction, patients learned to
control a hand-orthosis which moved the paralyzed hand depending on µ-activity in primary
motor cortex. With training, small, but signiﬁcant improvements in motor performance could
be obtained. While local brain activity was modulated in this ﬁrst study, up- and down-regulation
of functional coupling between distant brain regions was trained in the second example. A group
of 30 participants was taught to up- and down-regulate functional connectivity between left
and right motor cortex. While half of the subjects (experimental group) received veridical
feedback, the other half obtained sham feedback (control group). Training-induced changes of
functional coupling were only observed in the experimental group. Effects of the MEG-BCI
training in this group outlasted the feedback session and yielded modulatory effects of
functional connectivity also in the post-training session. There, increased interhemispheric
connectivity correlated with a reduction in tapping speed in a complex bimanual ﬁnger
movement task. The given examples document that MEG-BCI are well suited to modulate both,
brain activation and brain connectivity and to produce altered performance on a behavioural
level. In summary, MEG-BCIs have the potential to restore impaired brain functions, and to
provide speciﬁc insight in cerebral information processing.
Sylvain Baillet
Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Canada
Initiatives for enabling MEG Open Science
Open-science resources are vectors of research productivity and reproducibility. Whether this
is from a personal inclination, or imposed by funding agencies and publication outlets, openscience notions are reaching every researcher’s desk. Open science is being invented today and
will alter the way we deﬁne good research practices, including the analytical tools we use, and
the lifetime trajectory of the data we collect. Bringing open science to life in a speciﬁc scientiﬁc
community requires early adopters and initiatives. We will review where MEG is standing today
in terms of open-source software, the organization of shared data repositories; what hurdles
were passed, the lessons learned, and what difﬁculties remain for broader, mindful adoption.
We will emphasize that this movement is also an opportunity to realize the full potential of
multimodal, multidisciplinary neuroscience.
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Keynotes
Matti Hamalainen
Harvard Medical School, US
The Trajectory of MEG: Innovation, Maturation, Transformation
Real-time MEG measurements became possible in the beginning of 1970s with the invention
and development of practical SQUID sensors. During the ﬁrst decade of MEG pioneering groups
recorded many sensory signals and tediously mapped their spatial distributions with singlesite devices. At the same time, the theoretical foundations of MEG were established and at the
end of the decade the ﬁrst equivalent current dipole (ECD) ﬁtting software was created and
marked the beginning of inverse modeling of MEG signals. By the beginning of 1980s it had
become clear that for practical neuroscience and clinical studies a multi-channel MEG system
ultimately covering the entire scalp would be a necessity. With Olli Lounasmaa and Riitta Hari
as the torchbearers, a multidisciplinary research group at the Low Temperature Laboratory (LTL)
of Helsinki University of Technology (now Aalto University) was in the forefront of the
development of MEG technology and its applications and produced the ﬁrst wholehead MEG
system with more than 100 channels in 1992. By the end of the century MEG companies had
supplied many such instruments to researchers and clinicians worldwide and developed the
present-generation of hardware. With vibrant interaction between neuroscientists, clinicians,
physicists, mathematicians, and engineers, the neuroscience and clinical applications and
analysis methods were developed at several centers around the world to establish MEG as an
important method to study the healthy and diseased brains. One hallmark of this development
has been the widespread use of high-quality open-source academic software packages, which
has enhanced the rigor and reproducibility of scientiﬁc investigations using MEG. With the advent
of low-noise room-temperature magnetic ﬁeld sensors we are at the verge of a revolution which
will critically improve the sensitivity and spatial resolution of MEG. Analytic tools have been
constantly improved as well. In addition to better forward and inverse modeling techniques,
biophysical models of assemblies of neurons have made it possible to suggest mechanisms
underlying the observed macroscopic neural currents and offer a possibility to link animal
models to human MEG data, as well as to generate new hypotheses. With new instruments it is
possible to record MEG throughout the lifespan, from infants to the elderly. While routine clinical
applications of MEG are still scarce, new studies of, e.g., autistic subjects give hope that the MEG
can be in the future used for better diagnosis and for monitoring progression and the efﬁcacy
of treatments of several neurological and psychiatric diseases.
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Workshop on MEG for BMI and Clinical Applications - Monday 26th March
11:30

Registration & Coffee

Session 1
12:00

Cecilia Mazzetti and Ole Jensen - University of Birmingham, UK.
Attention Problems and Brain Oscillations: Identifying the Fronto-Striatal Control
Network.

12:30

Stephen T. Foldes - Barrow Neurological Institute, Arizona State University, US.
Recent Developments in MEG BMI for Neurorehabilitation.

13:00

Giorgio Arcara - MEG laboratory, IRCCS Fondazione Ospedale San Camillo, Venice, Italy.
Setting the Basis for MEG Applications in Rehabilitation.

13:30

Pilar Garces - Laboratory of Cognitive and Computational Neuroscience,
Complutense University of Madrid, Spain
Resting-state Electrophysiological Alterations in Mild Cognitive Impairment and
Subjective Cognitive Decline.

14:00

Light Lunch and Coffee break

Session 2
15:00

Paul L Furlong - Aston Brain Centre, Aston University, UK.
Clinical Magnetoencephalography.

15:30

Stefan Rampp - Department of Neurology, University Erlangen, Germany.
MEG in Epilepsy.

16:00

Leonides Canuet - La Laguna University, Tenerife, and Centre for Biomedical
Technology, Madrid, Spain
Potential MEG biomarkers in Alzheimer disease.

16:30

Laura Hughes - Department of Clinical Neurosciences, University of Cambridge, UK.
Frontotemporal lobar degeneration: insights and challenges for clinical MEG.

17:00

Coffee break

17:30

Plenary 1
Christoph Braun - University Hospital Tübingen, Germany.
MEG BMI in Post-Stroke Rehabilitation.

18:30

Close

All talks are in the Great Hall (MD102) at the ﬁrst ﬂoor of MD Building. Lunch is served at the
cafeteria on the ground ﬂoor of MD Building. Tea and Coffee are served in the foyer.
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Day 1

Tuesday 27th March

08:45

Registration & Coffee

09:15

Welcome and Opening Address
Prof Liam Maguire
Executive Dean, Faculty of Computing, Engineering and the Built Environment.

09:30

Plenary 2
Sylvain Baillet - Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Canada.
Initiatives for enabling MEG Open Science.

10:30

Aston
Elaine Foley - Automatic detection of high frequency oscillations in MEG and
intracranial EEG data in paediatric epilepsy.
Diandra Brkic - Early visual processing in reading: an MEG pilot study.
Paul Furlong - From sacral nerve stimulation to Traumatic Brain Injury: Overview of
projects.

11:15

Coffee and Posters

11:45

Cambridge
Anastasia Klimovich-Gray - Balancing prediction and sensory input in speech
comprehension: The spatiotemporal dynamics of word-recognition in context.
Holly Phillips - Monitoring the past and choosing the future: the prefrontal cortical
inﬂuences on voluntary action.
Su Li - MEG in Lewy body dementia: the MILOS study.

12:30

Birmingham
Marlies Vissers - Rapid-frequency tagging applied to study the role of alpha
oscillations in prioritization of sensory processing.
Sebastian Michelmann - Revealing the chronometry of memory replay using
oscillatory pattern reinstatement analysis.
Tjerk Gutteling - Rapid-frequency tagging applied to study ﬁgure-ground segregation.
Johanna Zumer - Neural oscillations characterising audiovisual integration versus
segregation.
Thomas Schreiner - Identifying memory reactivations.

13:15

Lunch

14:15

Short Talks : Session 1*

14:45

UCL
Chin Hsuan Lin - Using optically pumped magnetometer to investigate cerebellar
responses to somatosensory stimulation.
Simon Little - Beta bursts: physiological and pathological roles in motor preparation.
Tim Tierney - The Optically Pumped Magnetometer: A tool for Cognitive and Clinical
neuroscience.

15:30

Coffee and Posters

16:30

Visit to Intelligent Systems Research Centre (ISRC) Labs

18:45

Conference Dinner at the Guild Hall.

All talks are in the Lecture Theatre (MU011) of MU Building. Lunch, Tea and Coffee are served at the Café area. Spaces for
the posters are available all day. Presenters will be at their posters during the designated sessions at 11:15 and 15:30.
Please make sure that all posters have been taken down by 18:00. * Details of short talks are provided on page 9
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Day 2

Wednesday 28th March

09:00

Business Meeting

09:30

Plenary 3
Matti Hamalainen - Harvard Medical School, US.
The Trajectory of MEG: Innovation, Maturation, Transformation.

10:30

Cardiff
Dr Aline Bompas - MEG resting-state connectivity in Alzheimer’s disease, ageing, and
young APOE-ɛ4 carriers
Diana Dima - Spatiotemporal signatures of rapid face processing revealed by MEG
MVPA.
Alex Shaw - Neurophysiologically informed modelling of pharmaco-MEG data: linking
receptor pharmacology to functional network phenomena.

11:15

Coffee and Posters

11:45

Glasgow
Christoph Daube - Encoding of Mid-Level Speech Features in MEG Responses.
Tineke Grent-'T-Jong - Acute Ketamine Dysregulates Task-related Gamma-Band
Oscillations in Thalamo-Cortical Circuits.

12:30

Oxford
Simone Heideman - Reduced behavioural and neural dynamics of temporally cued
motor preparation in Parkinson’s disease.
Jonathan Hadida - Bayesian Optimisation of MEG Large-Scale Biophysical Networks.
Catharina Zich - Motor learning yields changes in fast dynamic MEG activity

13:15

Lunch

14:15

Short Talks : Session 2*

14:45

Nottingham
Lucrezia Liuzzi - Attention modulates the dynamics of sensorimotor network
connectivity
Lauren Gascoyne - Pharmacological modulation of the beta rebound
Gill Roberts - Developments in Optically Pumped Magnetometer based MEG

15:30

Coffee and Posters

16:30

Ulster
Girijesh Prasad - Overview of developments at Northern Ireland Functional Brain
Mapping (NIFBM) facility.
Katie Moore - Nutrition and brain function in older adults: a pilot study using MEG
to investigate the effect of B-vitamins.
Dheeraj Rathee - MEG resting state functional connectivity based correlates of BrainMachine Interface driven upper-limb stroke recovery
KongFatt Wong-Lin - Envelope of the imaginary coherence can robustly identify
EEG/MEG functional connectivity in sensor space.

17:15

Wrap up

17:30

Close

All talks are in the Lecture Theatre (MU011) of MU Building. Lunch, Tea and Coffee are served at the Café area. Spaces for
the posters are available all day. Presenters will be at their posters during the designated sessions at 11:15 and 15:30.
Please make sure that all posters have been taken down by 17:30. * Details of short talks are provided on page 9.
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Short Talks
Session 1
Yoshihito Shigihara - Difference in resting state activities between temporal lobe epilepsy and normal control.
Alain Bigirimana, Ulster University - Potential relationship between resting state and motor imagery or
emotion-inducing imagery tasks classiﬁcation performance.
Sofie Meyer, University College London - Detecting hippocampal activity using Optically Pumped
Magnetometers.
Cecilia Mazzetti, University of Birmingham - Attention Problems and Brain Oscillations: Identifying the FrontoStriatal Control Network.
Leonides Canuet, La Laguna university - Potential MEG biomarkers in Alzheimer disease.

Session 2
Rachael Stickland, Cardiff University - Investigating coupling between neural oscillations and vascular signals
with MEG and fMRI.
Sujit Roy, Ulster University - Effect of channel selection on classiﬁcation of MEG responses related to Cognitive
& Motor Imagery Tasks.
Maciej Szul, Cardiff University - Multivariate pattern classiﬁcation of visual input and continuous motor output
in perceptual decision making.
Naomi duBois, National University of Ireland Galway - Investigating differences in the dynamic-systems
structure of auditory cognition as a function of musical training.
Megan Godfrey, Cardiff University- Using the Variability of Neuronal Activity to Explain the BOLD Response.
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Posters - Day 1
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22
A-23
A-24
A-25
A-26
A-27
A-28
A-29
A-30
A-31

Identifying memory reactivations. Thomas Schreiner, University of Birmingham.
Energy landscape analysis of MEG resting state data. Dominik Krzeminski, Cardiff University.
Monitoring the past and choosing the future: the prefrontal cortical inﬂuences on voluntary
action. Holly Phillips, University of Cambridge.
A Mechanistic Study of Sacral nerve Stimulation using MEG. Sian Worthen, Aston University.
Detecting hippocampal activity using Optically Pumped Magnetometers. Sofie Meyer, University
College London.
MEG in Lewy body dementia: the MILOS study. Li Su, University of Cambridge.
Music as a probe of the canonical microcircuit in dementia. Elia Benhamou, University College
London.
MEG assessment of hemispheric dominance for receptive language: a beamformer source
analysis of the N400. Gloria Romagnoli, Aston University.
Predicting subject-speciﬁc task responses from human resting state MEG data. Robert Becker,
University.
Non-Stationarity in Motor-Imagery related MEG Signals. Haider Raza, University of Essex.
Growing trees in developmental dyslexia: MEG functional connectivity and minimum spanning
tree analysis. Diandra Brkic, Aston University.
Attention Problems and Brain Oscillations: Identifying the Fronto-Striatal Control Network.
Cecilia Mazzetti, University of Birmingham.
Wearable magnetometer arrays for the assessment of language laterality. Tim Tierney,
University College London.
Rapid frequency tagging applied to study ﬁgure-ground segregation. Tjerk Gutteling, University
of Birmingham.
Cognitive frailty and Alzheimer disease: A continuum of associative memory processing deﬁcits.
Ece Kocagoncu, University of Cambridge.
Difference in resting state activities between temporal lobe epilepsy and normal control.
Yoshihito Shigihara, University.
Neural oscillations characterising audiovisual integration versus segregation. Johanna Zumer,
University of Birmingham.
Balancing prediction and sensory input in speech comprehension: The spatiotemporal
dynamics of word-recognition in context. Anastasia Klimovich-Gray, University of Cambridge.
Evidence for reduced sensory attenuation during auditory processing in participants at ultrahigh risk for psychosis: Evidence from MEG study. Lingling Hua, University.
Rapid-frequency tagging applied to study the role of alpha oscillations in prioritization of
sensory processing. Marlies Vissers, University of Birmingham.
Efﬁcient estimation of head model parameters with MEG data. Jose Lopez, Other.
Gender differences in navigation performance are associated with differential theta and highgamma activities in the hippocampus. Valerie (Yi) Pu, Macquarie University.
Robust EEG/MEG based functional connectivity with the envelope of the imaginary coherence.
Jose Miguel Sanchez Bornot, Ulster University.
Potential MEG biomarkers in Alzheimer disease. Leonides Canuet, La Laguna University.
Brain mechanisms related to processing of numerals: A magnetoencephalography (MEG) study.
Victoria Simms, Ulster University.
Biomagnetic framework for identifying network dysfunction in dementia (BioFIND). Laura
Hughes, University of Cambridge.
Potential relationship between resting state and motor imagery or emotion-inducing imagery
tasks classiﬁcation performance. Alain Bigirimana, Ulster University
MEG in a virtual reality environment. Gillian Roberts, University of Nottingham.
MEG correlates of mind wandering. Marlou Nadine Perquin, Cardiff University.
Encoding of Mid-Level Speech Features in MEG Responses. Christoph Daube, University of
Glasgow.
Investigating the acceptability and feasibility of magnetoencephalography in patients recently
diagnosed with mild Alzheimer’s Disease. Pramod Gaur, Ulster University.
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Posters - Day 2
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8
B-9
B-10
B-11
B-12
B-13
B-14
B-15
B-16
B-17
B-18

B-19
B-20
B-21
B-22
B-23
B-24
B-25
B-26
B-27
B-28
B-29
B-30

Multivariate pattern classiﬁcation of visual input and continuous motor output in perceptual decision
making. Maciej Szul, Cardiff University.
Bi-planar coil system for magnetic ﬁeld nulling in magnetoencephalography using an array of optically
pumped magnetometers. Niall Holmes, University of Nottingham.
MEG resting state functional connectivity based correlates of Brain-Machine Interface driven upperlimb stroke recovery. Dheeraj Rathee, Ulster University.
Imaging the cortical responses to quantal touch. George O'Neill, University of Nottingham.
Investigating differences in the dynamic-systems structure of auditory cognition as a function of musical
training. Naomi duBois, National University of Ireland Galway.
Wearable neuroimaging systems: Comparing OPM-MEG to EEG. Elena Boto, University of Nottingham.
Neuromagnetic Mismatch Negativity in Individuals at Clinical High Risk of Psychosis. Emmi Mikanmaa,
University of Glasgow.
Stable and Competitive Dynamics in the Dorsal Attentional Network. Tom Marshall, University of Oxford.
Construction of an optically-pumped-magnetometer-based magnetoencephalography system. Jim
Leggett, University of Nottingham.
Variations in reported electrical conductivity values of human head tissues: a meta-analysis. Hannah
McCann, Cardiff University.
Exploring the Waveform Shape of Oscillations with Empirical Mode Decomposition. Andrew Quinn,
University of Oxford.
Developing a Paediatric Neuroimaging System. Ryan Hill, University of Nottingham.
Neuromagnetic 40 Hz Auditory Steady State Responses and Auditory Cortical GABA and Glx in Clinical
High Risk and First Episode of Psychosis Individuals. Hanna Thune, University of Glasgow.
Dynamic Functional Connectivity During a Grip-force Task. Daisie Pakenham, University of Nottingham.
Using the Variability of Neuronal Activity to Explain the BOLD Response. Megan Godfrey, Cardiff
University.
Beta rebound in sensory cortex modulates with attention. Lucrezia Liuzzi, University of Nottingham.
Peeking into the MEG UK Database: Oscillatory Power and Connectivity at Rest. Lorenzo Magazzini,
Cardiff University.
Using Hidden Markov Modelling to characterise the dynamics of resting state oscillatory brain activity,
and its underlying networks, in individuals with mood instability compared to healthy controls. Lauren
Atkinson, University of Oxford.
Fast training and testing of LDA classiﬁers for cross-validation and permutation testing. Matthias Treder,
Cardiff University.
Predictive entrainment of natural speech through two frontomotor top-down channels. Hyojin Park,
University of Birmingham.
Supervised Inference of Neural Dynamics with Hidden Markov Models. Cameron Higgins, University of
Oxford.
Neurophysiologically informed modelling of pharmaco-MEG data: linking receptor pharmacology to
functional network phenomena. Alex Shaw, Cardiff University.
Using independent components analysis to identify correlated activity across frequency bands. Phoebe
Asquith, Cardiff University.
The role of transient beta oscillations in aberrant selective attention to salient events in schizophrenia.
Elizabeth Liddle, University of Nottingham.
An Investigation of the Relationship Between In-Vivo Histology and Functional Neuroimaging. Laura
Bloomfield, Cardiff University.
Investigating coupling between neural oscillations and vascular signals with MEG and fMRI. Rachael
Stickland, Cardiff University.
Motor skill learning yields changes in fast transient MEG ﬂuctuations. Catharina Zich, University of Oxford.
Effect of channel selection on classiﬁcation of MEG responses related to Cognitive & Motor Imagery
Tasks. Sujit Roy, Ulster University.
Bayesian Optimisation of MEG Large-Scale Biophysical Networks. Jonathan Hadida, University of Oxford.
Ketamine Dysregulates Task-Related Neural Oscillations in Thalamo-Cortical Circuits: Implications for
Pathophysiological Theories of Visual-Perceptual Deﬁcits in Schizophrenia. Tineke Grent-'t-Jong,
University of Gasgow.
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Notes
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Many Thanks To Our Sponsors:

